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ABSTRACT

The trans-activating responsive (TAR) RNA element
located in the 5’ untranslated region of the HIV-1
genome is a 57-nt imperfect stem-loop essential
for the viral replication. TAR regulates transcription
by interacting with both viral and cellular proteins.
RNA hairpin aptamers specific for TAR were pre-
viously identified by in vitro selection [Ducongé,F.
and Toulmé,J.J. (1999) In vitro selection identifies key
determinants for loop-loop interactions: RNA apta-
mers selective for the TAR RNA element of HIV-1.
RNA, 5, 1605–1614]. These aptamers display a 5’-
GUCCCAGA-3’ consensus apical loop, partially com-
plementary to the TAR one, leading to the formation
of a TAR–aptamer kissing complex. The conserved
GA combination (underlined in the consensus
sequence) has been shown to be crucial for the
formation of a highly stable complex. To improve the
nuclease resistance of the aptamer and to increase
its affinity for TAR, locked nucleic acid (LNA)
nucleotides were introduced in the aptamer apical
loop. LNA are nucleic acids analogues that contain a
2’-O,4’-C methylene linkage and that raise the
thermostablity of duplexes. We solved the NMR
solution structure of the TAR–LNA-modified aptamer
kissing complex. Structural analysis revealed the
formation of a non-canonical G�A pair leading
to increased stacking at the stem-loop junction.
Our data also showed that the introduction of LNA
residues provides an enhanced stability while main-
taining a normal Watson–Crick base pairing with a
loop–loop conformation close to an A-type.

INTRODUCTION

The trans-activating responsive (TAR) RNA element of
HIV-1, located at the 50 untranslated region of the viral
genome, is a 57-nt imperfect stem-loop essential for HIV
replication (1–4). TAR regulates transcription by inter-
acting with viral and cellular proteins. The upper part
of TAR constitutes the binding site of the viral protein
Tat that recruits cellular proteins from the positive
transcription elongation factor (P-TEFb) complex (5).
The TAR element displays a highly conserved 6-nt loop
50-CUGGGA-30 (6) and constitutes a valid target for
designing ligands that could inhibit TAR–protein interac-
tions, thus preventing the development of the virus.
The systematic evolution of ligands by exponential

enrichment (SELEX) approach was used against TAR to
generate high affinity ligands. DNA and RNA aptamers
specific for TAR were identified by in vitro selection (7,8).
These aptamers, folded as stem-loop, displayed a
50-ACTCCCAT-30 (for DNA) or 50-GUCCCAGA-30 (for
RNA) consensus sequence in the apical loop, partially
complementary to the TAR one, leading to the formation
of TAR–aptamer ‘kissing’ complexes (9) (Figure 1A).
Similar motifs regulate gene expression in different organ-
isms. Loop–loop interactions have been shown to regulate
the copy number of the plasmid ColE1 (10). The dimeriza-
tion and encapsidation of retroviral RNAs of the Moloney
murine leukaemia virus are initiated through the formation
of a RNA kissing complex (11). The dimerization of the
HIV genome is also initiated at a conserved stem-loop
structure that forms a kissing complex (12–17).
The loop of the TARRNA aptamer, termedR06(GA), is

closed by selected conserved G and A residues on the 50 and
the 30 sides, respectively. Mutations of these residues
decreased the stability of the TAR–aptamer complex (18).
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To improve the nuclease resistance of the aptamer,
chemically modified analogues of R06(GA) were investi-
gated (19–21). Among them, the locked nucleic acid (LNA)
has received particular attention (22–25). LNA residues are
ribonucleotide analogues containing a methylene linkage
between the 20-O and 40-C of the ribose ring that locks the
sugar moiety in a C30-endo-conformation (26) (Figure 1B).
This generates the most stable hybrids ever characterized
with a �Tm of +3 and +108C per LNA residue upon
binding toDNAandRNA, respectively (27–29). Structural
studies have pointed out interesting properties of oligonu-
cleotides containing LNA and DNA residues. LNA
changes the sugar conformation of adjacent DNA residues
to the N-type making DNA/LNA hybrids good mimics of
RNA (21,27–32). This effect reaches a maximum for
oligonucleotides containing <50% of LNA residues.
These properties of LNA were considered to generate an
aptamer derived from the parent RNA aptamer R06(GA),
with improved binding properties (21).
Only a limited number of LNA modifications in the

aptamer loop are tolerated for generating a ligand
recognizing the TAR target (21). In a recent work,
all possible combinations (26) involving LNA and
20-O-methyl residues in the anti-TAR aptamer loop
(except closing G, A residues) were tested (33). Results
pointed out that the affinity of these aptamers for TAR
decreased with increasing LNA residues in the loop.
Moreover, stability also depends on the location of LNA
residues. Three aptamers with one or two LNAs at
positions 5 or 5,6 or 5,7 (the G residue on the 50 side of
the loop being numbered 1) display affinities for TAR one
or two orders of magnitude higher than the parent RNA
aptamer. One of these combinations, containing two
LNAs at positions 5 and 6 in the loop was able to inhibit
the TAR-dependent expression of a luciferase reporter
gene in cultured cells (33). On the other hand, no inhibitory

effect was observed with an aptamer containing four LNAs
in the loop at positions 2, 4, 6 and 7. Preliminary structural
studies by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) revealed
that the position of LNAs in the loop induced structural
modifications at the stem-loop junctions (34).

To elucidate the origin of the stabilization due to the
GA combination and to the introduction of LNAs in the
loop, the solution structure of the kissing complex formed
between TAR and the LNA/RNA chimeric aptamer,
LR06(GA), with LNAs at positions 5 and 6 in the loop
was solved by NMR. Structural analysis reveals that the
stability results from the formation of a G�A pair that
increased the stacking at the stem-loop junction. In
addition, the data show that the LNA residues at positions
5 and 6 also provide additional stability compared to the
parent RNA aptamer.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of RNA samples for NMR

Unlabelled LNA/RNA chimeric aptamer LR06(GA) was
purchased from Eurogentec (Belgium). Milligram quan-
tities of TAR RNA were prepared unlabelled or 13C-15N
labelled by in vitro transcription with T7 RNA polymerase
from an oligonucleotide template containing a 20-O-
methyl modification at position 2 (35). Unlabelled
R06(GA) was also prepared. Two G were introduced at
the 50-end to improve the yield of the transcription
(Figure 1A). Labelled NTPs (nucleotide triphosphate)
were purchased from Spectra Stable Isotopes (Columbia,
USA). LR06(GA), R06(GA) and TAR were purified as
described by Puglisi and Wyatt (36). After electroelution
and ethanol precipitation, resuspended RNAs were then
dialysed for 48 h against the buffer used for NMR
experiments. Samples were concentrated by lyophilization
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Figure 1. Comparison of TAR/R06(GA) and TAR/LR06(GA) complexes. (A) Secondary structure of TAR/R06(GA) (left) and TAR/LR06(GA)
(right) complexes based on exchangeable and non-exchangeable proton NMR data. Two Gs were introduced at the 50-end of R06(GA) to improve
the yield of the transcription. LNAs residues are in red (asterisk indicates aptamer residues). (B) View of a C ribonucleotide residue (top) and of
a C-LNA residue (bottom). (C) Imino proton region of 1D spectra of TAR/R06(GA) (top) and TAR/LR06(GA) (bottom).
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and resuspended in 90%/10% H2O/D2O for experiments
involving exchangeable protons and in 100% D2O for
non-exchangeable protons experiments. Each sample was
refolded by heating at 958C (2min) and snap-cooled at
48C. Complexes were formed by addition of TAR to
LR06(GA) monitoring the imino region of 1D spectra.
At each point of the titration, the sample was heated at
958C and snap-cooled at 48C.

Proton and heteronuclear NMR

NMR experiments were recorded at 500MHz on a Bruker
Avance spectrometer equipped with a BBI (broad band
inverse) z-gradient probe. NMR data were processed
using TopSpin (Bruker) and were analysed using Sparky
software packages (37). NMR experiments were per-
formed in 10mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.4). The
concentration of unlabelled and labelled RNAs samples
ranged from 0.8 to 1mM. Samples volumes were 280 ml in
Shigemi NMR tubes.

1H, 13C and 15N assignments were obtained using
standard homonuclear and heteronuclear methods. NMR
data were acquired at 4 or 158C for exchangeable protons
and at 158C for non-exchangeable protons experiments.
Solvent suppression for samples in 90%/10% H2O/D2O
was achieved using the WATERGATE and ‘Jump and
Return’ sequences (38–40). The residual HDO resonance in
D2O was suppressed using low power pre-saturation. Two-
dimensional NOESY spectra in 90%/10% H2O/D2O were
acquired with mixing time of 300, 150 and 50ms. Base
pairing was established via sequential nuclear Overhauser
effects (NOEs) observed in 2D NOESY spectra at different
mixing times. NOESY spectra with mixing times of 50, 150,
200 and 400ms in D2O were acquired at 158C.

Heteronuclear NMR spectra were measured at 158C in
100% D2O at the exception of the 1H-15N heteronuclear
single quantum coherence (HSQC) experiment that was
acquired at 48C in 90%/10% H2O/D2O (41). 13C or 15N
decoupling during acquisition time was achieved using
globally optimized alternating phase rectangular pulse
(GARP) composite pulse sequence. The assignment of
non-exchangeable proton was achieved using 2D NOESY
experiment at different mixing times, 2D TOCSY,
2D COSY-DQF (double quantum-filtered correlated
spectroscopy) and 3D NOESY-NOESY (42–44). The
assignment of labelled TAR was completed using 1H-13C
HSQC, 3D HCCH-TOCSY and 3D NOESY-HMQC
(41,45,46). Resonance assignments are reported relative to
TSP(3-(trimethylsilyl) propionic acid-d4 sodium salt)
and to known chemical shifts.

Distance and dihedral restraints for structure calculation

Distance restraints involving non-exchangeable protons
were derived from visual inspection of cross-peak inten-
sities in 50, 150, 200 and 400ms NOESY experiments
using the H5/H6 cross-peak of pyrimidine as internal
standard. Inter-proton distances derived from NOE cross-
peak volumes were classified into four distance bound
ranges: strong (1.8–3.0 Å), medium (3.0–4.5 Å), weak
(4.0–5.5 Å) and very weak (4.5–7.0 Å). Hydrogen bonding
restraints were used for Watson–Crick base pairs: from

G1�C16 to C5�G12, C1��G16� to G4��C13� and
C6�G11� to G10�C7�. One hydrogen bond was added
between A11(N1) and U6�(H3).
Classical A-helix angles values were used for G1 to

G4, C13 to C16, C1� to C3� and G14� to G16�

(Figure 1A): a=�65� 308, b=178� 308, g=54� 308,
e=�155� 308, z=�71� 308 as described by Chang and
Tinoco (47) and Kieken et al. (17). Torsion angles � (chi)
were derived from the observation of intra-residue H6/8-
H10cross-peak volumes. All bases, except G12 and G11�,
were restrained to anti-conformation (�=�158� 308).
Torsion angles values �0 to �4 were derived from the
analysis of COSY-DQF and TOCSY experiments.
Nucleotides with no COSY and no TOCSY cross-peaks
between H10 and H20 protons, i.e. all nucleotides except
G11�, were restrained to the C30-endo-conformation
(�0=6� 158, �1=�25� 158, �2=37� 158, �3=�37�
158, �4=21� 158). This first set of structural restraints
was used for structure calculations. Analysis of converged
structures revealed that for U7 to G12 and C7� to
A10�, classical A-helix e angles values were observed.
For G8 to G10 and C7� to A10�, classical A-helix z
angles values were also observed. Thus, for U7 to G12
and C7� to A10� nucleotides, classical A-helix e
angles values (e=�155� 308) were added and for G8
to G10 and C7� to A10�, classical A-helix z angles values
(z=71� 308) were also included. This second set of
structural restraints was used for structure calculations.
These constraints led to higher convergence efficiency
with similar converged structures. In addition, in order
to validate our structures, two additional calculations
were run on the one hand including only e angles values
for U7 to G12 and C7� to A10� nucleotides, and on the
other hand including only z angles values for G8 to G10
and C7� to A10�. Both structure calculations led to similar
results as those obtained without these angle restraints.

Structure determination

Structures were calculated using CNS (cristallography and
NMR system) torsion angle molecular dynamics (TAMD)
protocol for nucleic acids using NOE and dihedral angle
restraints (48,49). LNA nucleotides (C9� and A10�) were
defined by modifying the appropriate nucleotides C and
A, and atomic charges were determined according to those
previously described (50). One hundred structures were
generated from two randomized extended strands. The
first stage consisted of a high-temperature torsion angle
dynamics for 30 ps at 20 000K with a van der Waals scale
factor of 0.1. During the second stage, the molecules were
cooled for 40 ps of torsion angle dynamics with a van der
Waals scale factor increased from 0.1 to 1. In the third
stage, molecules were submitted to a second slow cooling
for 35 ps in Cartesian space where the van der Waals scale
factor increased from 1 to 4. Finally, 10 Powell cycles of
energy minimization of 300 steps each were done. The
structures with zero violation on NOE distance (0.2 Å),
dihedral (58) and with the lowest energy were selected.
Structures were visualized and were analysed with
MOLMOL and PyMOL software packages (51,52).
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Coordinates

Coordinates of 10 converged NMR structures have been
deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB ID code is
2PN9). Coordinates of converged NMR structures calcu-
lated with no e and z angles restraints for the loop–loop
helix have also been deposited in the Protein Data Bank
(PDB ID code is 2OOM).

UVmelting experiments

Thermal denaturation of complexes was monitored on
a Uvikon XL UV/visible spectrophotometer (BIOTEK)
equipped with a 10-positions sample holder and a Peltier
temperature control accessory. The experiments were
performed at 1 mM final concentration of each RNA
hairpin in 20mM cacodylate buffer, containing 0.3mM
(or 3mM) Mg2+, pH 7.3 at 208C, in 200 ml micro-quartz
cuvettes. Samples were overlaid with 300 ml of mineral
oil to prevent evaporation at high temperature. An initial
30-min equilibrium time at 58C was included prior to the
temperature ramping. Denaturation of the samples was
achieved by increasing the temperature at 0.48C/min from
5 to 958C and the UV absorbance was followed at 260 nm.
The melting temperature (Tm) was determined as the
maximum of the first derivative of the UV melting curves.

Surface plasmon resonance

Surface plasmon resonance experiments were performed
on a BIAcoreTM 3000 apparatus (Biacore AB, Sweden) as
described previously (20). Briefly, binding kinetics were
performed at 238C in 10mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.2,
containing 20mM sodium chloride, 140mM potassium
chloride, 0.3mM magnesium chloride and 0.005% surfac-
tant P20 (Biacore). Samples were injected at 20 ml/min
at two different concentrations. Three independent
experiments were performed for each run. The kinetic
parameters, kon and koff, were determined assuming
a pseudo-first-order model by direct curve fitting of
the sensorgrams using the Bia-evaluation 4.1 software
(Biacore) (Supplementary Data, Figure 1 and Table 1).
The dissociation equilibrium constant, Kd, was calculated
as koff/kon.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following section, aptamers derived from the parent
molecule R06(GA) are named according to their chemical
modifications: L for LNA, R for RNA and M for 20-O-
methyl. The chimeric derivatives of R06(GA) with LNA/
RNA or LNA/20-O-methyl combinations are therefore
termed LR06(GA) and LM06(GA), respectively.

Choice of the oligonucleotides for NMR studies

NMR structural studies were performed on a complex
formed by a 16-nt TAR hairpin and the 16-nt chimera
LR06(GA) with LNAs at positions C9� and A10� in the
loop (Figure 1A). For TAR, the sequence corresponding
to the top part of the viral RNA element contains an extra
G�C pair at the bottom of the stem to obtain a better
transcription yield. The aptamer derivative LR06(GA)

was chosen according to previous work on LNA/20-O-
methyl chimeric derivatives that identified the chimera of
strongest affinity for TAR. The presence of two LNA
residues at positions C9� and A10� was shown to lead to a
ligand of higher affinity for TAR than the originally
selected RNA aptamer (33). Considering the difficulty to
obtain milligram quantity of a 20-O-methyl/LNA chimera
[LM06(GA)], we choose to study by NMR the complex
formed between TAR and the corresponding RNA/LNA
chimera LR06(GA). Both are known to be RNA mimics.
We verified that LR06(GA) displayed the same properties
as LM06(GA) for binding to TAR. We first compared the
stability of LR06(GA)/TAR and LM06(GA)/TAR com-
plexes by thermal denaturation. Both complexes displayed
similar melting temperatures (Table 1). The affinity of
these two chimeras for TAR was then measured by surface
plasmon resonance. The equilibrium constants are in the
same order of magnitude: 0.27� 0.28 and 1.60� 0.34 nM
(at 3mMMg2+) for LM06(GA) and LR06(GA), respec-
tively. Finally, we checked by NMR that LR06(GA) or
LM06(GA) chimeras generate kissing complexes of similar
secondary structure (data not shown).

The RNA–RNA complex TAR/R06(GA) was also
prepared to provide a reference NMR spectrum for
analysing the influence of LNA residues on the base
pairs involved in the loop–loop helix (Figure 1A and B).

Comparison of TAR/LR06(GA) and TAR/R06(GA)
complexes

The loop–loop complexes were first characterized by
thermal denaturation experiments monitored by UV
absorption spectroscopy. Two melting transitions were
observed for complexes between TAR hairpin and
LR06(GA) or R06(GA) aptamers (data not shown). The
higher transition (above 708C) resulted from the melting
of the hairpin stems while the lower transition resulted
from the melting of the bimolecular complexes. The TAR/
LR06(GA) complex (Tm=44.5� 0.58C) is more stable
than the TAR/R06(GA) complex (Tm=31.5� 0.58C)
(Table 1). Two LNA residues in the loop of the
aptamer clearly increase the stability of the complex
(�Tm=138C). The affinity of R06(GA) and LR06(GA)
for TAR was measured by surface plasmon resonance.
LR06(GA) displays a higher affinity for TAR than
R06(GA): Kd=27.8� 3.4 and 355.0� 18.0 nM, respec-
tively (Supplementary Table 1 and Figure 1).

Table 1. Melting temperature, Tm, of TAR–aptamer derivatives

complexes

Complexes Tm(8C)

0.3mMMg2+ 3mMMg2+

TAR/LR06(GA) 44.5� 0.5 56.5� 0.5
TAR/LM06(GA) 42.2� 0.8 57.5� 3.5
TAR/R06(GA) 31.5� 0.0 47.3� 0.3

R06(GA) is the parent RNA aptamer. LR06(GA) and LM06(GA) are
LNA/RNA and LNA/20-O-methyl chimeric derivatives of R06(GA),
respectively.
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We then compared by NMR the secondary structure
of these two complexes (Figure 1C). Analysis of imino
protons region points out subtle structural differences, in
particular for the loop–loop helix, due to the presence of
LNA residues in the aptamer loop. These results are
described below.

Assignment of proton resonances

Assignment of TAR/R06(GA) kissing complex, based on
analysis of NOESY spectra, had been previously reported
(34). The secondary structure of the TAR/LR06(GA)
complex (Figure 1A) was characterized by the analysis of
2D NOESY and 1H/15N HSQC experiments recorded in
90%/10% H2O/D2O. The imino proton spectrum of TAR
exhibits five resonances showing the formation of a folded
hairpin with 5-bp stem (data not shown). The imino
proton spectrum of LR06(GA) indicates the formation of
a folded hairpin too. Titration of TAR by the aptamer
LR06(GA) was monitored in the imino region of 1D
spectra. Each of the five imino proton resonances of TAR
is shifted when the aptamer is added. The appearance of
new resonances that were not observed for the free TAR
or free aptamer with increasing aptamer concentration
indicates the formation of new base pairs. All base-paired
imino protons were assigned via sequential NOEs
observed in 2D NOESY spectra. Analysis of H2O
NOESY spectra supports the existence of three helical
segments in TAR/LR06(GA) complex: two of them
correspond to the stem of each hairpin and the third one
is the helix that results from the loop–loop interaction.
The complex between TAR and LR06(GA) is formed
through 5 bp involving C6 to G10 of TAR, and C7�

to G11� of LR06(GA) as shown in Figure 1A. The
observation of the G5� imino proton (at 13.80 p.p.m. at
158C) indicates that it is protected from exchange with
H2O and that the G5��A12� base pair is not in sheared

conformation (Figure 1C). Assignment of base-paired
imino protons of TAR was confirmed by the analysis of
a 1H/15N HSQC experiment recorded on a complex
formed by LR06(GA) and 13C/15N TAR (Figure 2A).
Three adenine H2 protons were assigned to A3, A2� and
A10� from the strong NOE observed between imino
proton of A�U base pair and the H2 of adenine residue.
The H2 proton of A12� was assigned from the NOE
observed with the imino proton of G5� and was confirmed
by inspection of experiments recorded in D2O.
Assignments of non-exchangeable protons were

obtained using homonuclear and heteronuclear multi-
dimensional experiments. As TAR was 13C/15N labelled,
resonances from TAR and LR06(GA) were discriminated
without ambiguity in 2D-NOESY spectra recorded in
100% D2O using 1H/13C HSQC experiment (Figure 2B
and C). Sequential H6/8-H10 connectivities observed in
classical helix A were identified from G1 to C5, C13 to
C16, C1� to G5�, A12� to G16�, C6 to A11 and U6� to
G11�. Intermolecular connectivity between U�6 and C5
was also assigned. No H8-H10 connectivity was observed
for G12, except the connectivity A11(H8)-G12(H8).
For LR06(GA), assignments were confirmed using 3D
NOESY-NOESY experiment but only 67% of the protons
were assigned because of the impossibility to 13C/15N label
the LNA residues. Missing assignments correspond to
sugar protons H30, H40 and H50/H500. For TAR, assign-
ments were confirmed and completed using 3D HCCH-
TOCSY and 3D NOESY-HMQC experiments.

NMR structure determination

A total of 384 NOE distance restraints and 272 dihedral
torsion restraints were derived from NMR data.
Structures were calculated using CNS TAMD protocol
for nucleic acids using NOE and dihedral angle restraints
(48). The overall structure is well defined with a heavy
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atom root-mean-square deviation (r.m.s.d.) of
0.94� 0.09 Å for the 10 structures (Table 2, Figure 3A
and B). The stems G1–G4/C13–C16, C1�–G4�/C13�–G16�

present a typical A-type conformation. The central helix
and the stem of LR06(GA) are less defined than the TAR
stem, due to the non-availability of labelled LR06(GA)
(Table 2, Figure 3C).

Description of the loop–loop interaction

The loop–loop conformation is close to a A-type
helix. The helix resulting from the loop–loop interaction
is well defined with a heavy atom r.m.s.d. of 0.60� 0.09 Å
for the 10 structures, compared to the average structure
(Table 2, Figure 4A). The conformation of the loop–loop
interaction involved in the complex formed by TAR and
LR06(GA) is close to an A-type helix (Figure 4B and C).
This conformation differs from that described by Chang
and Tinoco for the complex formed by TAR and
a rationally designed hairpin, termed TAR�(UA), with
a complementary loop sequence 50-UUCCCAGA-30

(U and A residues closing the loop) (47). TAR�(UA)
has a lower affinity for TAR than the R06(GA) aptamer
(92.5� 5.2 nM versus 3.8� 5.2 nM) (18). In addition,
the TAR/R06(GA) complex (Tm=31.5� 0.58C) is
more stable than the TAR/TAR�(UA) complex
(Tm=18.4� 0.48C) (53). The structure of the TAR/
TAR�(UA) has been previously solved by NMR
(PDB Id: 1KIS, 47). In contrast to TAR/LR06(GA), the
loop–loop helix of TAR/TAR�(UA) displays a narrower

minor groove compared to a canonical A-form helix
(Figure 4D). This different conformation between the two
complexes may result from two effects: the presence of the
LNA residues in the loop on the one hand, and the
presence of the G�A base pair instead of U�A loop closing
pair on the other hand. These structural features might
explain different behaviours of TAR�(UA) and
LR06(GA).

We then compared the loop–loop conformation of
TAR/LR06(GA) with LNA-modified duplexes that have
been investigated by NMR (32,50,54). Structural studies
performed on LNA:DNA and LNA:RNA hybrids
showed that increasing numbers of LNA in the hybrid
resulted in an increased A-like character of the duplex: the
minor groove width is progressively widened upon
introduction of LNA modifications (Table 3) (32). The
minor groove width can be characterized by the shortest
distance between a given phosphate in one strand and
phosphates in the opposite strand (55,56). It depends on
the overall duplex conformation: B-type duplexes have
a minor groove width of �5.7 Å whereas in A-type
duplexes, the corresponding distance ranges from 10.0 to
12.0 Å (Table 3). NMR structural studies performed on
LNA-modified DNA quadruplexes have pointed out that
their minor grooves are larger than in their DNA
counterpart (PDB Id: 2CHK, 2CHJ) (54). Similar results
have been observed with LNA-modified DNA strand
hybridized to RNA. As an example, in the structure of a
RNA strand hybridized to a DNA containing three LNA
residues (LNA3:RNA), the average minor groove width
(9.6 Å) is larger than in the corresponding DNA:RNA
hybrid (8.7 Å) [PDB Id: 1HHX, (32)]. In the fully modified
LNA:RNA hybrid, the minor groove width is uniform
along the helix from 9.7 to 10.3 Å (PDB Id: 1HOQ) (50)
(Figure 4E). The loop–loop conformation of TAR/
LR06(GA) is slightly different from this hybrid. The
groove width is not uniform along the central helix with a
phosphorus inter-strand distance varying from 10.13 to
12.15 Å (Table 3). A loop–loop interaction close to the one
of TAR/LR06(GA) conformation has been recently
described (17) (PDB Id: 2F4X). The loop–loop interaction
of the RNA–RNA dimer formed by SL1 HIV-1Lai
presents a geometry similar to that of TAR/LR06(GA)
(Figure 4F). The groove width also ranges from 10.87 to
12.5 Å (Table 3). Thus, our structure shows that the
introduction of two LNA nucleotides in a loop–loop
context allows the hybridization with a RNA partner
retaining normal Watson–Crick interactions, as shown by
NMR data. The stacking pattern in the loop–loop helix
is effectively observed: classical sequential connectivities
and the inter-strand purine–purine stacking between A10�

and G8 are present in NMR data.

G11��C6 base pair is stabilized in TAR/LR06(GA)
compared to TAR/R06(GA) complex. G11��C6 is
involved in the loop–loop interaction. As G11� is close
to the two LNA residues C9� and A10�, we compared
this base pair to its counterpart in the RNA complex
TAR/R06(GA). In both complexes, G11��C6 is a
Watson-Crick base pair (Figure 1A and C). However,
analysis of NMR data reveals differences. We have indeed

Table 2. NMR restraints and statistics for the 10 converged structures

Distance and dihedral restraints
Intra-residue distance restraints 141
Inter-residue distance restraints 159
Hydrogen bonding distance restraints 84
Total distance restraints 384
Torsion angle restraints for sugar pucker 185
Backbone angle restraints 87
Total angle restraints 272
Total restraints 656

R.m.s.d. from experimental restraints
Distance restraints (Å) 0.0045� 0.0007
Dihedral restraints (8) 0.0499� 0.0160

Deviation from idealized geometry
Bond (Å) 0.00300� 0.00006
Angle (8) 0.8241� 0.0099
Impropers (8) 0.3516� 0.0272

R.m.s.d.a (Å)
Heavy atom for all structures 0.94� 0.09
Backbone for all structures 1.03� 0.10
Heavy atom for stem helix

(G1–C5, G12–C16)
0.39� 0.12

Backbone for stem helix
(G1–C5, G12–C16)

0.39� 0.14

Heavy atom for central stem
helix (C6–G10, C7�–G11�)

0.60� 0.09

Backbone for central stem helix
(C6–G10, C7�–G11�)

0.66� 0.09

Heavy atom for stem helix
(C1�–G4�, C13�–G16�)

0.57� 0.17

Backbone for stem helix
(C1�–G4�, C13�–G16�)

0.62� 0.18

aroot mean square deviation� SD compared to the global average
structure.
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noticed that G11� is more protected from solvent
exchange in TAR/LR06(GA) than in TAR/R06(GA). In
TAR/R06(GA), the signal of the imino proton of G11�

overlaps the one of G14�. To compare the G11� in TAR/
R06(GA) and in TAR/LR06(GA), we quantified the
intensity of the correlation in NOESY spectra recorded
in the same conditions for both complexes, using the
imino–imino correlation between U14 and G2 as an
internal reference for each complex. We clearly see that
the imino proton of G11� in TAR/LR06(GA) exhibits
stronger correlations than in TAR/R06(GA), as exempli-
fied in Figure 5, for G11� and U7. Moreover, as the
exchange rate of imino proton with the solvent is related
to the dissociation constant of base pairs (57–59), this
indicates that the G11��C6 base pair is more stable in
TAR/LR06(GA) than in TAR/R06(GA).

Description of the structure at stem-loop junctions

G5��A12� base pair is not in a sheared conformation. As
demonstrated by NMR data, the G5��A12� pair in

TAR/LR06(GA) complex is not in sheared conformation
(Figures 1C and 6A). The G5��A12� is a non-canonical
base pair in which N1 of A12� is hydrogen bonded to N1
of G5� (average distance of 2.94� 0.23 Å in the
ensemble of 10 structures) and O6 of G5� is hydrogen
bonded to N6 of A12� (average distance of 2.74� 0.11 Å
in the ensemble of 10 structures). Moreover, NMR
experiments recorded on the complex TAR/R06(GA)
show that G5� is also protected from the exchange
with the solvent (Figure 1C). The resonance correspond-
ing to the imino proton of G5� is observed at
13.76 and 13.72 p.p.m. (at 48C) for TAR/LR06(GA)
and TAR/R06(GA), respectively. Thus, the G5��A12�

base pair adopts the same conformation in both
complexes.

A11 and U6� pair deviates from a classical Watson–Crick
base pair. The resonance corresponding to U6� imino
proton cannot be safely assigned due to the absence
of imino–imino correlation involving U6� in NOESY
experiments with no magnesium. Moreover, the absence

Figure 3. Overall structure of TAR/LR06(GA) complex. (A) Superposition of 10 converged NMR structures. Bases are shown in dark blue and the
backbone in salmon. (B) View of the average structure of TAR/LR06(GA) complex. LNAs residues are coloured in yellow, G5��A12� and U6��A11
in salmon. (C) The TAR stem region has been superimposed for the 10 converged structures (left). The central helix has been superimposed for the
10 converged structures (middle). The LR06(GA) stem region has been superimposed for the 10 converged structures (right).
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of correlation between the H2 proton of A11 and the
imino proton of U6� indicates that this pair deviates
from a classical Watson–Crick base pair. The analysis
of NOESY spectra reveals that A11 and U6� are

not involved in a reverse Hoogsteen base pair either.
A11 exhibits sequential connectivities H8–H10 and H8–H8
with G10 and G12, respectively, indicating that A11 is
stacked. U6� exhibits an intermolecular and a sequential
connectivity with C5 and U7�, respectively, indicating that
U6� is stacked.

The melting temperature for TAR/LR06(GA) shows
that the complex is stabilized when the concentration
of magnesium is increased (Table 1). Thus, we examined
the effect of the addition of magnesium on the structure.
The chemical shifts and NOE patterns observed for

BA C

D F

C9*
A10*

C9*
A10*

C11

G14

E

Figure 4. Description of the loop–loop Interaction of TAR/LR06(GA) and comparison to LNA/RNA and RNA/RNA complexes. (A) View of the
loop–loop interaction of TAR/LR06(GA) with LNA residues, C9� and A10�, coloured in yellow. View of the minor groove water accessible surface
of (B) TAR/LR06(GA) loop–loop helix, (C) an A-type helix, (D) TAR/TAR�(UA) (1KIS), (E) LNA:RNA hybrid (1HOQ) and (F) SL1 HIV-1 dimer
loop–loop helix (2F4X). The surfaces are generated using a water probe of 1.4 Å radius on MOLMOL software. PDB ID are indicated in brackets.

Table 3. Groove widths measured as the shortest inter-strand

phosphorus distances minus 5.8 Å, which is the combined van der

Waals radii of two phosphate groups (54)

Number of
LNA residues

Groove
widths (Å)

A-type helix (54) 0 10–12
B-type helix (54) 0 5.7
TGLGLT (2CHJ, 53) 2 6.8
TL4T (2CHK, 53) 4 7.1
DNA:RNA (32) 0 8.7
LNA1:RNA (1HHW, 32) 1 8.9
LNA3:RNA (1HHX, 32) 3 9.6
LNA:RNA (1HOQ, 50) 9 9.7–10.3
TAR/LR06(GA) (2PN9) 2
Nucleotide step

C7�–C8� 11.82� 0.40
C8�–C9� 12.15� 0.36
C9�–A10� 10.57� 0.47
A10�–G11� 10.13� 0.52

SLI HIV-1 dimer (2F4X,17) 0
Nucleotide step

C11–G12 10.87� 0.15
G12–C13 12.48� 0.06
C13–G14 12.53� 0.24
G14–C15 11.06� 0.16

PDB Id and reference are indicated in brackets. 50-d(TGLGLT)-30 and
50-d(TL4T)-3

0, with 2 and 4 LNA-modified G-residues respectively,
form quadruplex structures. LNA1 is a LNA-modified DNA strand: 50-
d(CTGATATGC)-30 where the LNA residue is underlined (32). LNA3
is also a LNA-modified DNA strand (50-d(CTGATATGC)-30), and
LNA is the fully LNA-modified DNA strand (50-CTGATATGC-30)
(32,50). LNA1, LNA3 and LNA are hybridized to the following RNA
strand: 50-GCAUAUCAG-30.

14.2 14 13.8

1H (ppm)

14.2 14 13.8

1H (ppm)

12.6

12.5

12.4
U14G2

U7G*11

12.6

12.5

12.4

1H
(ppm)

1H
(ppm)

U14G2

U7G*11

Figure 5. Comparison of G11��C6 base pair in TAR/R06(GA) and
TAR/LR06(GA) complexes. Imino region of NOESY spectra recorded
at 48C in H2O/D2O 90%/10% of TAR/R06(GA) (top) and TAR/
LR06(GA) (bottom).
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the complex in the presence of 0.3mMMg2+ were not
significantly affected (Supplementary Figure 2). At
3mMMg2+, results were similar with the exception of
the appearance of the resonance corresponding to the
imino proton of U6� (Supplementary Data, Figure 2).
Two-dimensional NOESY experiment recorded in these
conditions clearly points out that the imino proton of U6�

exhibits a very weak correlation with the H2 proton of
A11 in contrast to a classical Watson–Crick base pair
(Supplementary Figure 3). This result and the chemical
shift of the imino proton suggest that U6� and A11 might
be engaged in a non-canonical U�A pair as described in
other examples (60) (http://prion.bchs.uh.edu/bp_type).
To test this hypothesis, a hydrogen bond between
U6�(N3H) and A11(N1) was added for structure calcula-
tion. Analysis of the converged structure reveals that the
A11 and U6� residues are involved in a U�A base pair that
deviates from a classical Watson–Crick base pair
(Figure 6B). N6 of A11 is hydrogen bonded to O4 of
U6� (average distance of 3.01� 0.34 Å in the ensemble
of 10 structures) and N3 of U6� is hydrogen bonded to
N1 of A11 (average distance of 3.56� 0.13 Å in the
ensemble of 10 structures). The average distance between
U6�(H3) and A11(H2) in the ensemble of 10 structures is
4.05� 0.25 Å which explains the very weak correlation
observed between those protons in NOESY spectra.

Stem-loop junctions present turns typically observed in
‘kissing’ complexes. Stems of TAR and LR06(GA) pres-
ent a typical A-type conformation. The loop–loop helix
creates turns at the stem-loop junctions between C5 and

C6 and between G5� and U6� (Figure 6C). These
structural features have been previously described in the
structure of TAR/TAR�(UA) (47). We also observed
short inter-phosphorus distance (4.82� 0.60 Å) between
the 50 phosphate group of C5 and the 50 phosphate group
of U7 of TAR in TAR/LR06(GA). In TAR/TAR�(UA),
the corresponding distance was 5.25� 0.77 Å. In the turn
involving G5�, inter-phosphorus distance between G5�

and C7� is 6.93� 0.89 Å whereas this distance is
6.70� 0.90 Å in the structure of TAR/TAR�(UA) with
U5� instead of G5� (47). One inter-backbone hydrogen
bond, mediated via H2O molecules (61) between C5(H20)
and U6�(OP) might be formed. The average distance
between C5(H20) and U6�(OP) in the ensemble of 10
structures of TAR/LR06(GA) is 3.55� 0.50 Å.

CONCLUSION

We investigated the structure of a complex formed
between the TAR RNA element of HIV-1 and a LNA/
RNA chimera derived from an aptamer identified
previously (7,8,33). Two important parameters account
for the high stability of this complex.
First of all, LNAs at positions C9� and A10� in the

aptamer loop induce an increased stability of the loop–
loop helix. We have observed that the C6�G11� pair is
more stable than the homologous pair in the RNA–RNA
complex TAR/R06(GA). We have also noticed that the
conformation of the loop–loop helix of TAR/LR06(GA)
differs from the one described by Chang and Tinoco (47).
The loop–loop geometry of TAR/LR06(GA) is similar to

C

A BG5*

A12*

U6*

A11

G5*

U6*

U5*

U6*

C6

C5

C6

C5

Figure 6. Structure at the stem-loop junctions. (A) View of the G5��A12� base pair in TAR/LR06(GA) complex. (B) View of A11 and U6� at stem-
loop junction in TAR/LR06(GA) complex. (C) View of turns typically observed at the stem-loop junctions. TAR is represented in blue and the
aptamer in salmon. Turns between C5 and C6 and between G5� and U6� in TAR/LR06(GA) complex (left). Turns between C5 and C6 and between
U5� and U6� in TAR/TAR�(UA) complex (right) (47).
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the one of a RNA–RNA dimer recently described (17).
Indeed, the loop–loop dimer formed by SL1 HIV-1Lai is
close to a canonical A-type helix, except at the stem-loop
junctions (17). Thus, our structure shows that the
introduction of two LNA nucleotides in a loop–loop
context allows the hybridization with a RNA partner,
retaining a normal Watson–Crick duplex framework and
stabilizing adjacent pairs, with a loop–loop conformation
close to an A-type helix. The increased stability due to the
presence of LNA residues originates from the pre-
organized geometry in a C30-endo-conformation that
likely provides an ideal geometry for the complex
formation. LNAs would promote stacking interactions
stabilizing the complex. This phenomenon has been
previously described for 20-deoxy-20-fluoro-b-D-arabino-
nucleosides (20F-ANA) (53). Thermodynamic parameters
were measured on hybrids formed between 20F-ANA and
RNA or DNA. It was shown that the increased stability of
the complex appeared to originate in conformational pre-
organization of the fluorinated sugars and a favourable
enthalpy of hybridization.
The second important structural feature is the forma-

tion of the non-sheared G5��A12� base pair closing the
loop of the aptamer. This provides additional stabilization
at the helical junction compared to the UA combination
present in the complex TAR/TAR�(UA) (47). The
replacement of a pyrimidine cycle by a purine cycle
increased the stacking effect. This accounts for the
enhanced affinity of aptamers with G�A base pair for
TAR over the rationally designed hairpin with U�A
closing the loop (18) (Table 1). Our experimental results
are in agreement with the molecular dynamics simulation
performed by Beaurain et al. (62) on two RNA–RNA
complexes derived from TAR/TAR�(UA). The authors
used the TAR/TAR�(UA) NMR solution structure as the
starting structure to model the complex with a GA loop
closing combination. They replaced the U by a G and
positioned the G and A residues in a cis Watson–Crick/
Watson–Crick base pair according to preliminary NMR
results.
Finally, in a previous work, the inhibitory effect of

LNA derivatives was tested in a TAR-dependent double-
luciferase HeLa cell reporter system (33). It was demon-
strated that the aptamer LR06(GA) inhibited the TAR-
dependent expression of a luciferase reporter gene whereas
an aptamer derivative with four LNAs in the loop
(LR062467) and that binds to TAR with a reduced affinity,
had no effect (33). Previously, we also demonstrated that
TAR/LR062467 and TAR/R06(GA) had different struc-
tures at the stem-loop junctions. Indeed, in the case of
TAR/LR062467 U6� and A11 residues are involved in a
classical Watson–Crick base pair and the non-sheared
base pair G5��A12� is not formed (34). Thus, the location
of LNAs residues in the aptamer loop induces structural
modifications at stem-loop junctions. These results unam-
biguously demonstrate that subtle structural changes
in the loop–loop helix and at the stem-loop junctions of
the kissing complex correlate with the observed biological
effect.
The TAR RNA element, and more generally RNA

structures constitute valid targets for designing agent of

potential therapeutic interest (63). Aptamers that display
a high specificity of recognition expand the virologist’s
tool base (64,65). Structural studies will bring additional
information that will allow refining the ligands identified
by SELEX.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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